No paint. No stain. No hassles. That's the strength of Performance Metals® Siding, soffit, fascia, trim sheet and coil, gutter, downspouts and accessories — all manufactured from high-quality aluminum. Tested extensively and engineered for durability. Our exclusive Alumalure 2000® finish holds its color and resists the toughest corrosive elements. With a revolutionary finish and durability down the line, Performance Metals deliver premium performance.
VERTICAL HEIGHT IMPACT TEST

Measures the product’s durability and ability to resist impact forces — the result of proper thickness, formulation and impact modifiers.

GLOSS TEST

A digital readout microgloss meter is used to scan siding to determine if its gloss falls within a target range. Gloss is important to the aesthetic appeal of the siding.

COLOR READ TEST

Using a spherical spectrophotometer, a 10,000-watt xenon flash tube bounces light off siding panels. This information is then analyzed to determine if the color falls within accepted ranges for consistency and match.

WEATHERING

Color retention (resistance to fading) is tested by subjecting Mastic products to real-time weather conditions and accelerated UV testing. This ensures that Mastic products will hold up in the most extreme environmental conditions.

RIGIDITY

Panels are designed and engineered to be more rigid so siding remains straight on the wall.

OIL CAN TEST

Siding panels are placed under heat strips and saturated to 120° – 140°F to make sure the siding doesn’t warp or buckle.

Test our metal. We do. Rigorously. Relentlessly.

An industry leader in quality and performance.

Thanks to more than 30 years of extensive testing — and our proprietary Alumalure 2000® finish — our Performance Metals® remain the premier metal product in the industry. Yesterday, today and tomorrow — Performance Metals boast the same superior quality, features, benefits and performance you’ve come to expect from Mastic + Alcoa Home Exteriors aluminum products.

THE PREMIER PRODUCT IN THE INDUSTRY

The Mastic Structure EPS Insulated Siding is the ultimate choice for homeowners who are set on perfection. When you’re ready to make the most of your home and make the most of your investment, the choice is clear — the choice is Structure EPS Insulated Siding.

ALUMALURE 2000®

This revolutionary finish holds its color and resists the toughest corrosive elements — even UV radiation and polluted air. Applied in a two-coat process, Alumalure 2000® is a combination of rust-inhibiting primer and an ultra-tough, low-mar topcoat.

THE ISP™ DIFFERENCE — INTEGRATED STANDARDS OF PERFORMANCE

ISP™ is our comprehensive product development, testing, certification and quality control program. This stringent set of standards and conformance criteria creates a consistency in product performance so you can be assured that your product is designed to perform and exceed performance products that have failed strength, wind, weatherization, color fidelity and weatherability.
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Beauty that lasts. Based on an average-size home, repainting or staining can cost up to $6,000 every four years. Performance Metals never need painting, caulking or patching because, unlike wood, they won’t crack, peel, rot or split.

**NO PAINT. NO STAIN. NO HASSLES.**

**Performance Metals** deliver.

**DURABILITY.** If you’re looking for exterior products that are durable and low maintenance, and look beautiful, Performance Metals are the ideal choice. Performance Metals home exteriors will enhance your home’s appearance today — and for years to come.

**NO PAINT, NO STAIN, NO HASSLES.** Performance Metals, a collection of premium products, never need paint or stain. They won’t crack, peel, flake or rot. Revolutionary technology like Alumalure 2000® maximizes the panel’s weatherability and delivers additional protection — and peace of mind — for your investment.

**COLOR AND Texture.** Featuring multiple textures, Performance Metals are available in a virtually endless palette of colors — 51 base colors and more than 700 DreamColor® hues.

**PEACE OF MIND THAT LASTS A LIFETIME.** Performance Metals are backed by the Mastic V.I.P. Limited Lifetime Warranty — a real warranty backed by a solid company. Mastic has been a trusted industry leader for more than 50 years. Please see our warranty for complete details.

**MASTIC V.I.P. LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY**

Premium guarantee of lasting quality and peace of mind — backed by Mastic, a trusted industry leader for 50+ years.

Please see warranty for complete details.

**ALUMALURE 2000®**

This revolutionary finish holds its color and resists the toughest corrosive elements — even UV radiation and polluted air. Applied in a two-coat process, Alumalure 2000® is a combination of rust-inhibiting primer and an ultra-tough, low-mar topcoat.

**Performance Metals**

- **DURABILITY.** If you’re looking for exterior products that are durable and low maintenance, and look beautiful, Performance Metals are the ideal choice. Performance Metals home exteriors will enhance your home’s appearance today — and for years to come.

- **NO PAINT, NO STAIN, NO HASSLES.** Performance Metals, a collection of premium products, never need paint or stain. They won’t crack, peel, flake or rot. Revolutionary technology like Alumalure 2000® maximizes the panel’s weatherability and delivers additional protection — and peace of mind — for your investment.

- **COLOR AND Texture.** Featuring multiple textures, Performance Metals are available in a virtually endless palette of colors — 51 base colors and more than 700 DreamColor® hues.

- **PEACE OF MIND THAT LASTS A LIFETIME.** Performance Metals are backed by the Mastic V.I.P. Limited Lifetime Warranty — a real warranty backed by a solid company. Mastic has been a trusted industry leader for more than 50 years. Please see our warranty for complete details.

- **MASTIC V.I.P. LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY**

Premium guarantee of lasting quality and peace of mind — backed by Mastic, a trusted industry leader for 50+ years.

Please see warranty for complete details.
ALCOA HOME EXTERIORS

PERFORMANCE METALS

ENVY® ALUMINUM SIDING

SINGLE 8” • DOUBLE 4” • DOUBLE 5”

HIGH-PERFORMANCE LOCKING SYSTEM
Provides greater stability and increased locking area.

STONG NAIL HEM
Secure fastening — added strength and stability.

WIND SPEED — RATED UP TO 165 MPH

PERFORMANCE METALS ALUMINUM SIDING
Faster, easier cutting = faster, easier installation.

ALUMALURE 2000®
This revolutionary finish holds its color and resists the toughest corrosive elements — even UV radiation and polluted air. Applied in a two-coat process, Alumalure 2000® is a combination of rust-inhibiting primer and an ultra-tough, low-mar topcoat.

MASTIC V.I.P. LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY
Premium guarantee of lasting quality and peace of mind — backed by Mastic, a trusted industry leader for 50+ years (see warranty for complete details).

AVAILABLE IN 8 COLORS AND 750+ DREAMCOLORS
See color chart for complete details.
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Manufactured from only the highest grade aluminum. Strong, our strongest and hardest aluminum soffit, meets or exceeds GCRS standards—delivering rigid performance across long spans.

**V-GROOVE**
- Our wide-angle design replaces the classic look of tongue-and-groove design, making your soffit stand out with unique style. The variety of colors available -single 6"-6" wide,- our design helps eliminate sagging and an odds-on ratio, in a big way.
- Polyurethane impregnates the most rust-free ventilation per square foot of any aluminum soffit system.

**U-GROOVE**
- Order grooves used in a more subtle shadow. Helps hide construction imperfections.

**ALUMINUM 007**
- Resistant finish helps to color and execute the lightweight yet strong aluminum soffit. Aluminum 007 is a combination of high-ribbed and an ultra-tough, wave blosset.

**PLASTIC VAYA LIFETIME WARRANTY**
- Guaranteed quality of rusting stability and peace of mind — backed by Pachy, a trusted industry leader for 50+ years. Low warranty for concrete details.

Engineered for outstanding strength and superior ventilation performance. Endurance represents a great value in a low-maintenance soffit.

**V-GROOVE**
- Our wide-angle design replaces the classic look of tongue-and-groove design, making your soffit stand out with unique style. The variety of colors available -single 6"-6" wide,- our design helps eliminate sagging and an odds-on ratio, in a big way.
- Polyurethane impregnates the most rust-free ventilation per square foot of any aluminum soffit system.

**U-GROOVE**
- Order grooves used in a more subtle shadow. Helps hide construction imperfections.

**ALUMINUM 007**
- Resistant finish helps to color and execute the lightweight yet strong aluminum soffit. Aluminum 007 is a combination of high-ribbed and an ultra-tough, wave blosset.

**PLASTIC VAYA LIFETIME WARRANTY**
- Guaranteed quality of rusting stability and peace of mind — backed by Pachy, a trusted industry leader for 50+ years. Low warranty for concrete details.
Durable and economical, Economy Soffit offers efficient performance in ventilated and non-ventilated styles.

**U-GROOVE**
- Wider grooves cast a more subtle shadow.
- Helps hide construction imperfections.

**ALUMALURE 2000**
This revolutionary finish holds its color and resists the toughest corrosive elements — even UV radiation and polluted air. Applied in a two-coat process, Alumalure 2000® is a combination of rust-inhibiting primer and an ultra-tough, low-mar topcoat.

**MASTIC V.I.P. LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY**
Premium guarantee of lasting quality and peace of mind — backed by Mastic, a trusted industry leader for 50+ years (see warranty for complete details).

**ALUMALURE 2000® ENVOY PVC COATED**
This new fascia trim offering is PVC coated. Available in white, the striated surface of both the 6" and 8" profile has a painted wood appearance.
ALUMALURE 2000®
This revolutionary finish holds its color and resists the toughest corrosive elements — even UV radiation and polluted air. Applied in a two-coat process, Alumalure 2000® is a combination of rust-inhibiting primer and an ultra-tough, low-mar topcoat.

PLASTIC V.I.P. LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY
Premium guarantee of lasting quality and peace of mind — backed by Mastic, a trusted industry leader for 50+ years (see warranty for complete details).

ALUMALURE 2000® (STANDARD TRIM COIL)
Also available in a variety of colors to match competitors’ vinyl siding.

ALUMALURE 2000® (ECONOMY TRIM COIL)
Also available in a variety of colors to match competitors’ vinyl siding.

ALUMALURE 2000®
Also available in a variety of colors to match competitors’ vinyl siding.

ALUMALURE 2000®
Also available in a variety of colors to match competitors’ vinyl siding.

ALUMALURE 2000®
Also available in a variety of colors to match competitors’ vinyl siding.

ALUMALURE 2000®
Also available in a variety of colors to match competitors’ vinyl siding.
ALCOA HOME EXTERIORS
PERFORMANCE METALS
SECTIONAL 6” GUTTER

AVAILABLE IN 9 COLORS
See color chart for complete details.

ALUMALURE 2000
This revolutionary finish holds its color and resists the toughest corrosive elements — even UV radiation and polluted air. Applied in a two-coat process, Alumalure 2000 is a combination of rust-inhibiting primer and an ultra-tough, low-mar topcoat.

MASTIC V.I.P. LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY
Premium guarantee of lasting quality and peace of mind — backed by Mastic, a trusted industry leader for 50+ years (see warranty for complete details).

HANGERS ENGINEERED TO SUPPORT MORE WEIGHT THAN ORDINARY SPIKES
Free-floating hangers are unique designed to slide gutters to slide as they expand and contract, eliminating stress on nails.

EXPANSION JOINTS
Engineered for normal expansion and contraction, while in a full range of roof installations — an advantage not available for “seamless” gutters.

FREE-FLOATING HANGERS
Simply designed to slide gutters to slide as they expand and contract, eliminating stress on nails.

ALUMINUM 2024
This revolutionary finish holds its color and resists the toughest corrosive elements — even UV radiation and polluted air. Applied in a two-coat process, Alumalure 2000 is a combination of rust-inhibiting primer and an ultra-tough, low-mar topcoat.

PLASTIC V.I.P. LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY
Premium guarantee of lasting quality and peace of mind — backed by Mastic, a trusted industry leader for 50+ years (see warranty for complete details).
Performance Metals is the highest-quality aluminum — for fast, boxed gutters and downspouts. Engineered to Mastic’s exacting standards, performance metal is expected to last — and perform for longer than the competitor’s best metal — plus, a double-coating of our proprietary Alumalure 2000® finish delivers an exceptionally durable, smooth surface.

FREE-FLOATING HANGERS
Hangers engineered to support more weight than ordinary spikes or screws. This prevents stress on nails. As they expand and contract, eliminating problems caused by expansion and contraction, which can be harmful to metal and shingled roofs — an advantage problematic in longer runs and hip-top installations — an advantage proprietary Alumalure 2000® finish delivers an exceptionally durable, smooth surface.

Engineered for normal expansion and contraction, which can be harmful to metal and shingled roofs — an advantage proprietary Alumalure 2000® finish delivers an exceptionally durable, smooth surface.

EXPANSION JOINTS
Uniquely designed to allow gutters to slide as they expand and contract, eliminating stress on nails.

Aluminum — meets or exceeds Q801 standards. The exclusive to Mastic + Alcoa Home Exteriors, our high-tech aluminum alloy is stronger and more rigid than the competition’s best metal — plus, a double-coating of our proprietary Alumalure 2000® finish delivers an exceptionally durable, smooth surface.

ALUMALURE
2000®
This revolutionary finish holds its color and meets the toughed copper standards — won’t chip, delaminate or peel. Applied in a two-coat process, Alumalure 2000® is a combination of rust-inhibiting primer and an ultra-tough, low-mar finish. This revolutionary finish holds its color and meets the toughed copper standards — won’t chip, delaminate or peel. Applied in a two-coat process, Alumalure 2000® is a combination of rust-inhibiting primer and an ultra-tough, low-mar finish.

PLASTIC V.I.P. LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY
Provides peace of mind — backed by a trust industry leader for 50+ years — Mastic. A trusted industry leader for 50+ years — Mastic.

Backed by Mastic, a trusted industry leader for 50+ years — Mastic.

Receipts required for warranty.

1. EXPANSION JOINTS
   Engineered for normal expansion and contraction, which can be harmful to metal and shingled roofs — an advantage proprietary Alumalure 2000® finish delivers an exceptionally durable, smooth surface.

2. FREE-FLOATING HANGERS
   Hangers engineered to support more weight than ordinary spikes or screws. This prevents stress on nails. As they expand and contract, eliminating problems caused by expansion and contraction, which can be harmful to metal and shingled roofs — an advantage problematic in longer runs and hip-top installations — an advantage proprietary Alumalure 2000® finish delivers an exceptionally durable, smooth surface.

3. ALUMINUM — MEETS OR EXCEEDS Q801 STANDARDS
   The exclusive to Mastic + Alcoa Home Exteriors, our high-tech aluminum alloy is stronger and more rigid than the competition’s best metal — plus, a double-coating of our proprietary Alumalure 2000® finish delivers an exceptionally durable, smooth surface.

4. ALUMALURE
   2000®
   This revolutionary finish holds its color and meets the toughed copper standards — won’t chip, delaminate or peel. Applied in a two-coat process, Alumalure 2000® is a combination of rust-inhibiting primer and an ultra-tough, low-mar finish.

5. PLASTIC V.I.P. LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY
   Provides peace of mind — backed by a trust industry leader for 50+ years — Mastic. A trusted industry leader for 50+ years — Mastic.

Backed by Mastic, a trusted industry leader for 50+ years — Mastic.

Receipts required for warranty.

The exclusive to Mastic + Alcoa Home Exteriors, our high-tech aluminum alloy is stronger and more rigid than the competition’s best metal — plus, a double-coating of our proprietary Alumalure 2000® finish delivers an exceptionally durable, smooth surface.
THE EXTERIOR SOLUTION FOR Color.

51 colors and 700+ DreamColors® imagine that — metal exteriors in more than 700 colors. Colors that are classic, unique and distinctive. Deep, dark colors. Boardwalk colors and everything in between. The possibilities are endless. The beauty is timeless.

Performance Metals® are also available in DreamColors® hues. More than 700 DreamColors and a custom color-matching program make it easy to match existing construction and virtually any architectural style.
Everything we do, big and small, revolves around our respect for our customers—and the environment.

We’re committed to zero-waste manufacturing, process optimization, sustainability, recycling and the conservation of energy and water. In fact, we put sustainable practices to work at every stage of our process—engineering, testing, product development, manufacturing, transportation and beyond.

A HEALTHY RESPECT FOR THE PLANET—AND OUR CUSTOMERS.

ENGINEERED FOR SUSTAINABILITY

Potential to earn more points in leading green building certification programs and contributes significantly less to global warming than other exterior cladding.

MATERIAL EFFICIENCY

Generates less on-site construction waste than cardboard packaging, brick or lumber.

HEALTH AND SAFETY

Does not utilize materials that can cause adverse health effects to installers or to you.

EMBODIED ENERGY

Requires less energy to manufacture per square foot than fiber cement or brick.
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EMBODIED ENERGY
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Potential to earn more points in leading green building certification programs and contributes significantly less to global warming than other exterior cladding.

MATERIAL EFFICIENCY

Generates less on-site construction waste than cardboard packaging, brick or lumber.

NO PAINT, NO HASSLES...NO HARM DONE.

Once installed, Performance Metals, under normal use, should never require paint or stain—so harmful VOCs aren’t released in the atmosphere.
Only the best. Mastic Home Exteriors is your solution for the finest-quality vinyl siding products and our exclusive Designer Accents™ collection of finishing accessories. Shutters, Decorative door and window mantels, Corner posts, Blocks and vents, Columns and gutters. All designed to perform — and coordinate — perfectly with your Mastic siding. For uncompromising quality, beauty and performance, insist on a complete exterior by Mastic Home Exteriors.

Genuine Mastic. First in home exterior products.